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Brady Printing Solutions for  
Label Making
Whether it’s a small handheld printer, a large industrial printer or a user-friendly software program, Brady has the 
solution for your label and identification needs. 

Brady’s industrial printers and portable label makers offer a reliable, on-demand labeling solution to meet your 
component and equipment identification and traceability requirements. Designed with thermal transfer printing 
capabilities, our printers create clear and professional-looking labels — with the durability to withstand even the 
harshest environments. 

Brady also offers several label software programs, to make labeling fast and easy. CodeSoft™ software allows 
you to design and print custom labels for even the most complex barcode and labeling projects. Ideal for 
designing and printing custom labels for product identification and tracking. LabelMark™ software is a fast way 
to create and print professional, accurate and legible labels.  
With built-in templates, wizards and more, LabelMark software  
simplifies label making for electrical, industrial,  
aerospace, lab and telecomm industries.  

http://www.bradyid.com/?cid=2010

Scan the QR code for 
more information
Learn more now about Brady label 
materials at www.BradyID.com. 

Brady MetaLabel™ Series metallized labels provide a durable print-on-demand option 
for rating plate and asset tag applications for a desired metallic look. These labels 
offer superior resistance to harsh chemicals and heavy abrasion. 

Brady MetaLabel Series label materials meet certain military, SAE and other 
specifications and are ideal for high quality/density barcode labels, asset identification 
and serial and rating plates requiring nameplate – like quality. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-413 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Satin �

B-428 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Matte �

B-434 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Gloss �

B-435 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Gloss �

B-480 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive 
Permanent Metallic silver Satin �

B-486 Metallized Polyester Rubber, Aggressive 
Permanent Metallic silver Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady ToughBond™ Series aggressive adhesive labels are engineered for the toughest 
and most demanding industrial surfaces without extensive cleaning or surface 
preparation. This label series offers permanent identification and outstanding adhesion 
that is up to three times higher than standard adhesives, making it ideal for rough, 
powder coated and low surface energy applications. Ideal for product and component 
identification, high-quality/density barcode labels, asset and inventory tracking, rating 
plates and general ID. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-422 Polyester Acrylic, Aggressive Permanent White Gloss �

B-432 Polyester Acrylic, Aggressive Permanent Clear Gloss �

B-483 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive Permanent White Gloss �

B-484 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive Permanent White Gloss �

B-489 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive Permanent White Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Products that Perform.       Quality that Lasts. 

Need to reference material performance information?

Learn more about specific materials with Brady’s technical data sheets (TDS). Each TDS provides 
information about properties of the material, performance results and regulatory compliance.   
View them at www.BradyID.com.

Y2485244 MS2485244



At Brady, we have a steadfast commitment to providing our customers with unrivaled products and an unrivaled 
buying experience. We use customer feedback to continually design, improve and innovate our products to serve all 
of your needs, from general identification solutions to custom engineered labels.

With more than 20 label material patents, Brady works to provide customers with innovative products of the  
highest technological quality. Our Tobey Research Center material science team, including 10 PhD’s, develop and  
rigorously test all of our products to ensure high performance, industry compliance, durability and reliability. Our  
world-class label series are engineered to be long-lasting, withstand the harshest environments and work for a 
variety of applications. When it comes to identifying and tracking products, equipment and components, Brady is  
the company you trust when performance matters most. 

Learn about all of our label products, including:

 O WorkHorse™ Series Harsh Environment Labels 
 O MetaLabel™ Series Metallized Labels 
 O ToughBond™ Series Aggressive Adhesive Labels
 O Defender™ Series Tamper Evident Labels

 O UltraTemp™ Series High Heat Labels 
 O CleanLift™ Series Removable Labels
 O VisAlert™ Series Indicating Labels

Brady Defender™ Series tamper evident seals and tamper indicating labels are custom 
engineered to provide print-on-demand, irreversible, visible evidence of label tampering to 
protect against warranty fraud, product tampering, altering, misuse or asset theft.

Multiple options are available, including fracturing labels and labels that leave a footprint when 
removed. Ideal for product and component identification, rating and serial plates, these quality 
labels are engineered for superior chemical, temperature and abrasion resistance. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-351 Vinyl Acrylic, Permanent White Matte
B-352 Metallized Vinyl Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Matte �

B-367 Polypropylene Rubber, Permanent Footprint White, Black, Gray, 
Custom colors Gloss �

B-438 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent 
Checkerboard Metallic silver Matte �

B-7546 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent "VOID" White Gloss �

B-7566 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent "VOID" Clear Gloss
B-7576 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent "VOID" Metallic silver Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady VisAlert™ Series Indicating labels are designed to provide immediate visual 
indication of water or heat exposure. Water indicating labels change from white to 
bright red when exposed to water, without triggering false positives. Temperature 
indicating labels offer continuous monitoring and records a permanent, irreversible 
reading for the highest temperature attained.  

These labels can prevent frequent breakdowns and shortened equipment life due 
to overuse or exposure to harmful elements as well as prevent fraud or product 
misuse. Ideal for motors, gear boxes, electrical equipment and product or component 
monitoring, these labels are available in various designs and ranges.

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-350 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-7511 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss
B-7512 Polyethylene Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady CleanLift™ Series removable labels are engineered for durable and long-lasting 
performance. Our custom removable adhesives allow for clean and easy removal 
when ready to pull off — no damage to surfaces or scraping required. 

These removable labels offer good solvent and heat resistance and are ideal for 
identifying electronic and other components, work in process identification and 
general purpose applications.

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-433 Polyester Acrylic, Removable White Gloss �

B-449 Polyolefin Rubber, Removable White Matte
B-498 Vinyl Cloth Rubber, Removable White, Yellow, Orange Gloss �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady UltraTemp™ High Heat Labels can withstand temperatures up to 500°F for 5 minutes 
along with powerful chemicals and cleaning processes used in PCB assembly, equipment and 
component manufacturing. These high heat label materials can improve your processes and 
reduce operating costs by identifying products throughout the entire manufacturing process. 

Brady UltraTemp Series label materials are rigorously tested for heat, chemical and abrasion 
resistance to ensure optimal performance in reflow, wave solder and board washing processes. 
Available in a variety of options, including anti-static and auto-apply equipment labels, this series 
is ideal for printed circuit board identification or any high heat applications. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-426 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent Amber Matte
B-436 Polyimide Silicone, Removable Amber Matte
B-457 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-476 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent Light Green Gloss �

B-477 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-478 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-479 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-487 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-497 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady WorkHorse™ Series harsh environment labels are custom engineered to meet the 
exacting needs of the harshest environments across many different applications. They are 
made of durable, heavy-duty materials with adhesives to keep the label adhered to smooth 
surfaces through exposure to harsh chemicals, abrasion and temperatures.

Available materials include: UL, cUL, and CSA recognized as well as RoHS and REACH 
compliant. This series is ideal for high quality/density barcoding, product and component 
identification, rating and serial plates, asset and inventory tracking and general identification.

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-103 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss
B-407 Polyolefin Acrylic, Permanent Clear Matte
B-423 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-425 Polyolefin Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-430 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss �

B-439 Vinyl Acrylic, Permanent Silver, Gold, Red, Purple, Yellow, 
Orange, Green, Black, Light Blue, White Matte

B-459 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-473 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-488 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-966B Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

New! Product  
Performance Icons
These icons can help you easily identify 
product performance features that fit your 
needs. Look for these icons when using 
our parts catalog, website, and more!     

Products that Perform.       Quality that Lasts. 

Did You Know? Brady Offers Custom Labels!

Don’t see a stock label in the size, configuration or color needed for 
your particular application? Brady offers custom label capabilities, 
including size, pre-printed messages or logos, colors and more! 
Contact a Brady representative 1-888-272-3946 for more information 
on how to order your custom labels. 
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Brady Printing Solutions for  
Label Making
Whether it’s a small handheld printer, a large industrial printer or a user-friendly software program, Brady has the 
solution for your label and identification needs. 

Brady’s industrial printers and portable label makers offer a reliable, on-demand labeling solution to meet your 
component and equipment identification and traceability requirements. Designed with thermal transfer printing 
capabilities, our printers create clear and professional-looking labels — with the durability to withstand even the 
harshest environments. 

Brady also offers several label software programs, to make labeling fast and easy. CodeSoft™ software allows 
you to design and print custom labels for even the most complex barcode and labeling projects. Ideal for 
designing and printing custom labels for product identification and tracking. LabelMark™ software is a fast way 
to create and print professional, accurate and legible labels.  
With built-in templates, wizards and more, LabelMark software  
simplifies label making for electrical, industrial,  
aerospace, lab and telecomm industries.  

http://www.bradyid.com/?cid=2010

Scan the QR code for 
more information
Learn more now about Brady label 
materials at www.BradyID.com. 

Brady MetaLabel™ Series metallized labels provide a durable print-on-demand option 
for rating plate and asset tag applications for a desired metallic look. These labels 
offer superior resistance to harsh chemicals and heavy abrasion. 

Brady MetaLabel Series label materials meet certain military, SAE and other 
specifications and are ideal for high quality/density barcode labels, asset identification 
and serial and rating plates requiring nameplate – like quality. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-413 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Satin �

B-428 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Matte �

B-434 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Gloss �

B-435 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Gloss �

B-480 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive 
Permanent Metallic silver Satin �

B-486 Metallized Polyester Rubber, Aggressive 
Permanent Metallic silver Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady ToughBond™ Series aggressive adhesive labels are engineered for the toughest 
and most demanding industrial surfaces without extensive cleaning or surface 
preparation. This label series offers permanent identification and outstanding adhesion 
that is up to three times higher than standard adhesives, making it ideal for rough, 
powder coated and low surface energy applications. Ideal for product and component 
identification, high-quality/density barcode labels, asset and inventory tracking, rating 
plates and general ID. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-422 Polyester Acrylic, Aggressive Permanent White Gloss �

B-432 Polyester Acrylic, Aggressive Permanent Clear Gloss �

B-483 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive Permanent White Gloss �

B-484 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive Permanent White Gloss �

B-489 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive Permanent White Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Products that Perform.       Quality that Lasts. 

Need to reference material performance information?

Learn more about specific materials with Brady’s technical data sheets (TDS). Each TDS provides 
information about properties of the material, performance results and regulatory compliance.   
View them at www.BradyID.com.
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At Brady, we have a steadfast commitment to providing our customers with unrivaled products and an unrivaled 
buying experience. We use customer feedback to continually design, improve and innovate our products to serve all 
of your needs, from general identification solutions to custom engineered labels.

With more than 20 label material patents, Brady works to provide customers with innovative products of the  
highest technological quality. Our Tobey Research Center material science team, including 10 PhD’s, develop and  
rigorously test all of our products to ensure high performance, industry compliance, durability and reliability. Our  
world-class label series are engineered to be long-lasting, withstand the harshest environments and work for a 
variety of applications. When it comes to identifying and tracking products, equipment and components, Brady is  
the company you trust when performance matters most. 

Learn about all of our label products, including:

 O WorkHorse™ Series Harsh Environment Labels 
 O MetaLabel™ Series Metallized Labels 
 O ToughBond™ Series Aggressive Adhesive Labels
 O Defender™ Series Tamper Evident Labels

 O UltraTemp™ Series High Heat Labels 
 O CleanLift™ Series Removable Labels
 O VisAlert™ Series Indicating Labels

Brady Defender™ Series tamper evident seals and tamper indicating labels are custom 
engineered to provide print-on-demand, irreversible, visible evidence of label tampering to 
protect against warranty fraud, product tampering, altering, misuse or asset theft.

Multiple options are available, including fracturing labels and labels that leave a footprint when 
removed. Ideal for product and component identification, rating and serial plates, these quality 
labels are engineered for superior chemical, temperature and abrasion resistance. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-351 Vinyl Acrylic, Permanent White Matte
B-352 Metallized Vinyl Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Matte �

B-367 Polypropylene Rubber, Permanent Footprint White, Black, Gray, 
Custom colors Gloss �

B-438 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent 
Checkerboard Metallic silver Matte �

B-7546 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent "VOID" White Gloss �

B-7566 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent "VOID" Clear Gloss
B-7576 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent "VOID" Metallic silver Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady VisAlert™ Series Indicating labels are designed to provide immediate visual 
indication of water or heat exposure. Water indicating labels change from white to 
bright red when exposed to water, without triggering false positives. Temperature 
indicating labels offer continuous monitoring and records a permanent, irreversible 
reading for the highest temperature attained.  

These labels can prevent frequent breakdowns and shortened equipment life due 
to overuse or exposure to harmful elements as well as prevent fraud or product 
misuse. Ideal for motors, gear boxes, electrical equipment and product or component 
monitoring, these labels are available in various designs and ranges.

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-350 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-7511 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss
B-7512 Polyethylene Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady CleanLift™ Series removable labels are engineered for durable and long-lasting 
performance. Our custom removable adhesives allow for clean and easy removal 
when ready to pull off — no damage to surfaces or scraping required. 

These removable labels offer good solvent and heat resistance and are ideal for 
identifying electronic and other components, work in process identification and 
general purpose applications.

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-433 Polyester Acrylic, Removable White Gloss �

B-449 Polyolefin Rubber, Removable White Matte
B-498 Vinyl Cloth Rubber, Removable White, Yellow, Orange Gloss �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady UltraTemp™ High Heat Labels can withstand temperatures up to 500°F for 5 minutes 
along with powerful chemicals and cleaning processes used in PCB assembly, equipment and 
component manufacturing. These high heat label materials can improve your processes and 
reduce operating costs by identifying products throughout the entire manufacturing process. 

Brady UltraTemp Series label materials are rigorously tested for heat, chemical and abrasion 
resistance to ensure optimal performance in reflow, wave solder and board washing processes. 
Available in a variety of options, including anti-static and auto-apply equipment labels, this series 
is ideal for printed circuit board identification or any high heat applications. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-426 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent Amber Matte
B-436 Polyimide Silicone, Removable Amber Matte
B-457 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-476 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent Light Green Gloss �

B-477 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-478 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-479 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-487 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-497 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady WorkHorse™ Series harsh environment labels are custom engineered to meet the 
exacting needs of the harshest environments across many different applications. They are 
made of durable, heavy-duty materials with adhesives to keep the label adhered to smooth 
surfaces through exposure to harsh chemicals, abrasion and temperatures.

Available materials include: UL, cUL, and CSA recognized as well as RoHS and REACH 
compliant. This series is ideal for high quality/density barcoding, product and component 
identification, rating and serial plates, asset and inventory tracking and general identification.

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-103 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss
B-407 Polyolefin Acrylic, Permanent Clear Matte
B-423 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-425 Polyolefin Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-430 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss �

B-439 Vinyl Acrylic, Permanent Silver, Gold, Red, Purple, Yellow, 
Orange, Green, Black, Light Blue, White Matte

B-459 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-473 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-488 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-966B Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

New! Product  
Performance Icons
These icons can help you easily identify 
product performance features that fit your 
needs. Look for these icons when using 
our parts catalog, website, and more!     

Products that Perform.       Quality that Lasts. 

Did You Know? Brady Offers Custom Labels!

Don’t see a stock label in the size, configuration or color needed for 
your particular application? Brady offers custom label capabilities, 
including size, pre-printed messages or logos, colors and more! 
Contact a Brady representative 1-888-272-3946 for more information 
on how to order your custom labels. 



At Brady, we have a steadfast commitment to providing our customers with unrivaled products and an unrivaled 
buying experience. We use customer feedback to continually design, improve and innovate our products to serve all 
of your needs, from general identification solutions to custom engineered labels.

With more than 20 label material patents, Brady works to provide customers with innovative products of the  
highest technological quality. Our Tobey Research Center material science team, including 10 PhD’s, develop and  
rigorously test all of our products to ensure high performance, industry compliance, durability and reliability. Our  
world-class label series are engineered to be long-lasting, withstand the harshest environments and work for a 
variety of applications. When it comes to identifying and tracking products, equipment and components, Brady is  
the company you trust when performance matters most. 

Learn about all of our label products, including:

 O WorkHorse™ Series Harsh Environment Labels 
 O MetaLabel™ Series Metallized Labels 
 O ToughBond™ Series Aggressive Adhesive Labels
 O Defender™ Series Tamper Evident Labels

 O UltraTemp™ Series High Heat Labels 
 O CleanLift™ Series Removable Labels
 O VisAlert™ Series Indicating Labels

Brady Defender™ Series tamper evident seals and tamper indicating labels are custom 
engineered to provide print-on-demand, irreversible, visible evidence of label tampering to 
protect against warranty fraud, product tampering, altering, misuse or asset theft.

Multiple options are available, including fracturing labels and labels that leave a footprint when 
removed. Ideal for product and component identification, rating and serial plates, these quality 
labels are engineered for superior chemical, temperature and abrasion resistance. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-351 Vinyl Acrylic, Permanent White Matte
B-352 Metallized Vinyl Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Matte �

B-367 Polypropylene Rubber, Permanent Footprint White, Black, Gray, 
Custom colors Gloss �

B-438 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent 
Checkerboard Metallic silver Matte �

B-7546 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent "VOID" White Gloss �

B-7566 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent "VOID" Clear Gloss
B-7576 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent "VOID" Metallic silver Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady VisAlert™ Series Indicating labels are designed to provide immediate visual 
indication of water or heat exposure. Water indicating labels change from white to 
bright red when exposed to water, without triggering false positives. Temperature 
indicating labels offer continuous monitoring and records a permanent, irreversible 
reading for the highest temperature attained.  

These labels can prevent frequent breakdowns and shortened equipment life due 
to overuse or exposure to harmful elements as well as prevent fraud or product 
misuse. Ideal for motors, gear boxes, electrical equipment and product or component 
monitoring, these labels are available in various designs and ranges.

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-350 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-7511 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss
B-7512 Polyethylene Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady CleanLift™ Series removable labels are engineered for durable and long-lasting 
performance. Our custom removable adhesives allow for clean and easy removal 
when ready to pull off — no damage to surfaces or scraping required. 

These removable labels offer good solvent and heat resistance and are ideal for 
identifying electronic and other components, work in process identification and 
general purpose applications.

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-433 Polyester Acrylic, Removable White Gloss �

B-449 Polyolefin Rubber, Removable White Matte
B-498 Vinyl Cloth Rubber, Removable White, Yellow, Orange Gloss �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady UltraTemp™ High Heat Labels can withstand temperatures up to 500°F for 5 minutes 
along with powerful chemicals and cleaning processes used in PCB assembly, equipment and 
component manufacturing. These high heat label materials can improve your processes and 
reduce operating costs by identifying products throughout the entire manufacturing process. 

Brady UltraTemp Series label materials are rigorously tested for heat, chemical and abrasion 
resistance to ensure optimal performance in reflow, wave solder and board washing processes. 
Available in a variety of options, including anti-static and auto-apply equipment labels, this series 
is ideal for printed circuit board identification or any high heat applications. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-426 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent Amber Matte
B-436 Polyimide Silicone, Removable Amber Matte
B-457 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-476 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent Light Green Gloss �

B-477 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-478 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-479 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-487 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-497 Polyimide Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady WorkHorse™ Series harsh environment labels are custom engineered to meet the 
exacting needs of the harshest environments across many different applications. They are 
made of durable, heavy-duty materials with adhesives to keep the label adhered to smooth 
surfaces through exposure to harsh chemicals, abrasion and temperatures.

Available materials include: UL, cUL, and CSA recognized as well as RoHS and REACH 
compliant. This series is ideal for high quality/density barcoding, product and component 
identification, rating and serial plates, asset and inventory tracking and general identification.

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-103 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss
B-407 Polyolefin Acrylic, Permanent Clear Matte
B-423 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-425 Polyolefin Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-430 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss �

B-439 Vinyl Acrylic, Permanent Silver, Gold, Red, Purple, Yellow, 
Orange, Green, Black, Light Blue, White Matte

B-459 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-473 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Gloss �

B-488 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent White Matte �

B-966B Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Clear Gloss �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

New! Product  
Performance Icons
These icons can help you easily identify 
product performance features that fit your 
needs. Look for these icons when using 
our parts catalog, website, and more!     

Products that Perform.       Quality that Lasts. 

Did You Know? Brady Offers Custom Labels!

Don’t see a stock label in the size, configuration or color needed for 
your particular application? Brady offers custom label capabilities, 
including size, pre-printed messages or logos, colors and more! 
Contact a Brady representative 1-888-272-3946 for more information 
on how to order your custom labels. 
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Brady Printing Solutions for  
Label Making
Whether it’s a small handheld printer, a large industrial printer or a user-friendly software program, Brady has the 
solution for your label and identification needs. 

Brady’s industrial printers and portable label makers offer a reliable, on-demand labeling solution to meet your 
component and equipment identification and traceability requirements. Designed with thermal transfer printing 
capabilities, our printers create clear and professional-looking labels — with the durability to withstand even the 
harshest environments. 

Brady also offers several label software programs, to make labeling fast and easy. CodeSoft™ software allows 
you to design and print custom labels for even the most complex barcode and labeling projects. Ideal for 
designing and printing custom labels for product identification and tracking. LabelMark™ software is a fast way 
to create and print professional, accurate and legible labels.  
With built-in templates, wizards and more, LabelMark software  
simplifies label making for electrical, industrial,  
aerospace, lab and telecomm industries.  

http://www.bradyid.com/?cid=2010

Scan the QR code for 
more information
Learn more now about Brady label 
materials at www.BradyID.com. 

Brady MetaLabel™ Series metallized labels provide a durable print-on-demand option 
for rating plate and asset tag applications for a desired metallic look. These labels 
offer superior resistance to harsh chemicals and heavy abrasion. 

Brady MetaLabel Series label materials meet certain military, SAE and other 
specifications and are ideal for high quality/density barcode labels, asset identification 
and serial and rating plates requiring nameplate – like quality. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-413 Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Satin �

B-428 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Matte �

B-434 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Gloss �

B-435 Metallized Polyester Acrylic, Permanent Metallic silver Gloss �

B-480 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive 
Permanent Metallic silver Satin �

B-486 Metallized Polyester Rubber, Aggressive 
Permanent Metallic silver Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Brady ToughBond™ Series aggressive adhesive labels are engineered for the toughest 
and most demanding industrial surfaces without extensive cleaning or surface 
preparation. This label series offers permanent identification and outstanding adhesion 
that is up to three times higher than standard adhesives, making it ideal for rough, 
powder coated and low surface energy applications. Ideal for product and component 
identification, high-quality/density barcode labels, asset and inventory tracking, rating 
plates and general ID. 

B # Base Material Adhesive Color Finish UL

B-422 Polyester Acrylic, Aggressive Permanent White Gloss �

B-432 Polyester Acrylic, Aggressive Permanent Clear Gloss �

B-483 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive Permanent White Gloss �

B-484 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive Permanent White Gloss �

B-489 Polyester Rubber, Aggressive Permanent White Matte �

Refer to www.UL.com for the UL online certification directory.

Products that Perform.       Quality that Lasts. 

Need to reference material performance information?

Learn more about specific materials with Brady’s technical data sheets (TDS). Each TDS provides 
information about properties of the material, performance results and regulatory compliance.   
View them at www.BradyID.com.
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